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THE PASSAGE OF AN INFINITE SWEPT AIRFOIL

THROUGH AN OBLIQUE GUST

By John J. Adamczyk
United Aircraft Research Laboratories

SUMMARY

An analysis is presented which yields an approximate solution for the
unsteady aerodynamic response of an infinite swept wing encountering a
vertical oblique gust in a compressible stream. The approximate expressions
are of closed form and do not require excessive computer storage or computation':
time, and further, they are in good agreement with the results of exact theory.
This analysis is used to predict the unsteady aerodynamic response of a
helicopter rotor blade encountering the trailing vortex from a previous
blade. Significant effects of three-dimensionality and compressibility are
evident in the results obtained. In addition, an approximate solution for
the unsteady aerodynamic forces associated with the pitching or plunging
motion of a two-dimensional airfoil in a subsonic stream is presented. The
mathematical form of this solution approaches the incompressible solution as
the Mach number vanishes, the linear transonic solution as the Mach number ;
approaches one, and the solution predicted by piston theory as the reduced
frequency becomes large. '



INTRODUCTION

The prediction of the unsteady aerodynamic response of an airfoil, to a,,
vertical gust velocity field has long "been of interest .to aeroelast.icians and
acousticians. For the most part aeroelasticians have used the incompressible
two-dimensional theories of Kussner (Ref. l) and Sears (Ref. 2) to predict
the unsteady response. In estimating the acoustic field generated "by airfoil-
gust interactions the acoustician typically, uses the unsteady lift obtained
from one of the previous theories to determine the strength of the acoustic
dipole source which is then assumed to replace the airfoil in the flow field
(e.g., Curie in Ref. 3).

Typical of the many unsteady aerodynamic problems in which these
incompressible theories have been used in the past are: (l) rotor blades
passing through the wakes of statbr blades in turbomachinery, (2) an airfoil
interacting with a turbulent gust, and (3) helicopter rotor blades encounter-
ing the tip vortices from preceding blades. In each of these problems some
uncertainty arises as to the applicability of two-dimensional incompressible
aerodynamics. It is not surprising, therefore, that several analytical
studies have appeared recently which treat the complexities of three-
dimensionality and compressibility in the unsteady problem. For example,
Filotas (Ref. 4) obtained a closed form solution for an oblique sinusoidal
gust encountering an infinite wingj however, this work is limited to a
two-dimensional airfoil of zero sweep (i.e., the incoming flow is normal
to the leading edge line of the wing) in an incompressible stream. Graham
(Ref. 5) included the effects of compressibility and three-dimensionality
but neglected the effects of sweep. His analysis is based on a numerical
solution of the governing differential equations. Adamczyk (Refs. 6 and T)
also included .the effects of compressibility and three-dimensionality, but
the form of the solution was expressed in terms of an infinite series of
Mathieu functions which are difficult to evaluate analytically. Another
recent analysis by Johnson (Ref. 8) included the effects of compressibility
and three-dimensionality; however, his approach is tailored towards analyzing
the response of an airfoil to a free rectilinear vortex. Hence, the
researcher has had no simple c'ompressible three-dimensional analogue of the
Sears solution available to him and was required to resort to the more
restricted theories of Filotas or Sears for predicting the aerodynamic
response of an airfoil to a vertical gust.

To overcome the deficiencies described above, an analysis has been
developed which generates simple approximate expressions for the unsteady
compressible lift and moment response functions for an infinite swept airfoil



encountering a three-dimensional oblique gust (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). The
approximate expressions are of closed form and do not require excessive
computer storage or computational time. This report describes the development
of these approximate expressions, and presents a comparison of results with
"an exact theory and sample computations of the unsteady loading of a
helicopter "blade encountering a vortex. •



NOMENCLATURE

a speed of sound
- •}

A coefficients in the series for <J> , defined in Eq. (46)

b . semichord of the airfoil

(2)
B coefficients in the series for p

C cosine Fresnel Integral

ce symmetric Mathieu functions :

C , C lift and moment coefficients per unit span
ii. . M

conj complex conjugate operator ''••
.. •' • . • - . • " > • . ' " ' " .

E complex Fresnel Integral, defined "by Eq. (85) : :

f function defined "by Eq. (96) or Eq. (l5l)

B̂ t 6g functions defined by Eqs. (135), (l36)p-(138), and (139)

h displacement of the airfoil from the x plane, displacement
of the vortex from the x plane

h amplitude of plunging motion ...

H , H Hankel functions, first kind, orders 0 and 1

H complex constant, defined by Eq. (31), modified acceleration
potential, defined by Eq. (93) :- :

I integral defined by Eq. (99) :

I_, I modified Bessel functions, first kind, order 0 and 1

J-., J Bessel functions, first kind> orders 0 and 1

J Bessel function, first kind, order n

K reduced frequency •



K gust wave number ...

m integer

M Mach number of the free stream, U/a, function defined by
Eq« (97)

M* Mach number of the gust relative to the oncoming flow,
defined "by Eq. (l?)

(2)
Me Mathieu-Hankel function, second kind, associated with cen ' • • ' n

n integer

incompressible pressure distribution, defined by Eq. (70)

(l) (2.} 2
p , p first and second terms of the solution for p for large 7

p perturbation pressure ,

p_ ( • .. -• steady pressure, associated with,the flow U

r radial distance from the midchord line of the airfoil,
distance measured in the plane of X , X , defined by
Eq. (iVr)

R dimensionless radial distance

S Sears function, or sine Fresnel Integral

sgn sign operator

t , ..... : time . - - • , ,

t1 nondimensional time, defined by Eq. (̂ 3)

TL lift transfer function, defined in Eq. .(22)

T moment transfer function, defined in Eq. (23)

,5



u integration variable

U free stream velocity j

u component of perturbation velocity

u_ complex amplitude of u

x Cartesian coordinates, Fig. 1

X dimensionless coordinates, defined "by Eqs. (ll), (12), and (13

z variable

Z complex constant, defined by Eq. (25)

a angle of'encounter, Fig. (l)

a* constant, defined by Eq. (U3)

a0 amplitude of pitching motion

£ frequency parameter, defined by Eq.

y cutoff parameter, defined by Eq.

T circulation of free vortex

8 constant defined by Eq. (79)

8., 8 ^ functions defined by Eqs. (137) and

\
6 angle of sweep, Fig. 1

£,1? elliptic-hyperbolic coordinates, defined by Eqs. (U6) and (Vf)

p density fluctuations

P0 mean density

T^ integration variable

<f> perturbation velocity potential defined in Eq. (6)

* complex amplitude of 0



INC

.A)

Superscripts.

I

S

Subscript

iA

complex amplitude of <£ for an incompressible fluid

noncirculatory component of $

circulatory component of 4>

Laplacian operator

incident disturbance

scattered field

Fourier transform of a variable

quarter-chord



FORMULATION OF THE MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM

Governing Equation

Figure 1 shows the geometry of the problem. An infinite swept airfoil
of chord 2b is held rigidly in a compressible fluid which is flowing over
it with uniform velocities Ucosfl in the x-^ direction, and Usinfl in the x^
direction. Superposed on U (see Fig. 2) is an unsteady three-dimensional _,.
disturbance u^. The pressure and density are PQ + p, and PQ +p, respectively >
where the subscripted part denotes the.mean value, while the remaining part
is associated with the disturbance. Far upstream of the airfoil, the
perturbations u-j;, p, and p are given functions, denoted by Uj_ , p , p •

The problem is described by the customary fluid dynamic equations for
a compressible flow (see Ref. 9)- The equations of conservation of mass
and momentum are linearized by assuming that the perturbations are small
compared to the mean values thereby allowing the squares and products.of
the perturbations (and their derivatives) to be neglected while first-order
terms are retained. Hence, . ,.

—*— + U cos 9 —*— + U
dt dx,

(du; dui duj^ + ucos0-^->usin0^-

For small fluctuations, the change in pressure is proportional to the change
i n . density, • '•*-• , . , • • • • • .

P ' - Q p ( 3 )

where a is the speed of sound.

8



Far from the airfoil the pressure, density, and velocity field must
equal the incident disturbance. This condition

(V

is most conveniently satisfied by taking •

f 1 f I . S T , S I . S\ • ' • ' • • (O'
jp.yD ,Uj) = \P. tP •/> +P >Ui +U1 / \r;

and imposing the condition that ps, ps and u.»s vanish far from the airfoil.
'"I. , V : , - : ' • . . . • • • • - . . ' ' ' ' ' . • • • : ,

The quantitiesp1, p1 and M̂ 1 must satisfy Eqs. (l), (2) and (3) because
far from the airfoil they constitute the entire disturbance. Hence, because
the equations are linear, the quantities ps, ps, and Uj[S must also satisfy
Eqs. (l), (2), and (3). Furthermore, since the fluid is inviscid, no change
in vorticity can take place as the fluid passes over the.airfoil. Hence, u^s

must be an irrotational field, and may be represented by the derivative of a
velocity potential • .

UiS°

The momentum equation (2) provides a relation between the pressure and the
potential, namely, ' -

S._ _. ^ u c o s -_ + u s i n
at

and when this and the equation of state (3) are substituted into the
continuity equation (l), one obtains the governing differential equation



for the problem / a 2 / •» 2,
91-2. 22 ° 9 2 2 ° 9

O Z ( T O - M C O S 0 — ^ - - M sm a —

~ 2 Q

(vVi

2 /M cos 9 d2<j> M s i n g

2 d2<t>
+ M c o s e sine ax I ~ = °dx, ox3

Here M = U/a is the Mach number of the mean flow.

Boundary Conditions

A solution of Eq. (8) is sought which describes outgoing waves which
must decay as r~* for large distance, r, from the airfoil (cf . Ref . ?)• On
the surface of the airfoil the velocity normal to this surface must vanish.
Hence,

r-uz x2=0 -b < x , < b (9)

•0/3 "being a given function of space and time.

The present "analysis assumes that the vertical velocity field "induced
by the incident disturbance on the airfoil is that of an oblique 'sinusoidal
gust convected at the free stream velocity U. The mathematical form for
this velocity field is

u 2
1 = u 2 e x p |I[K cos ax, + " K s i n a x 3 - K U C o s (e-a)tjj (10)

where the sweep angle Q and the encounter angle a are defined in Figs. 1 and
2. Since the gust is assumed to be convected with the mean flow velocity U,
the pressure and density fluctuations associated with this velocity field

10



are zero (i.e., P1 =PI = 0). Dlmenslonless coordinates fy, and a frequency
parameter /? are introduced for convenience in subsequent operations . .•

X,= X,/b (11)

x2 = x2( i-M2cos20i2"/b

1 ' .-; •
x3=x3(i-M

2cos20)2/b (13)

K b cos o

I-MZCOSZ0

The solution for the velocity field u^ must have the same frequency and
the same spanwlse wave number 'as the incident gust. In addition it is found
convenient to include an exponential factor in the x^_ •direction .of the. potent la,
Thus the following form for $ is chosen: \

4> =$(X| ,x 2 )exp

r-/3M2cos2ax,-l<ucos(5-a)t+ —^

11



When the substitutions (ll) through (15) are made in the governing equation,
(8), one finds that 4> must satisfy

a2<

\ • . ; ,
where y is a compressible cutoff parameter defined as .

>.:-.

K
.I/2 _

J<

sin a ) ' " l-M2cos2^

K b sin a /Mcosg

Note that the sign of y2 is dependent on whether the parameter M* =
is greater than or less than one. This parameter is proportional to the phase
velocity of the disturbance along the span of the airfoil relative to the
oncoming flow (see Fig. 3). When M* is greater than one, the relative phase >
velocity of the disturbance is supersonic. However, if M* is less than one,
the relative phase velocity is subsonic. The behavior of the solution of
Eq. (l6) at large distances from the airfoil is critically dependent on.the
value of M*. This dependence can be shown by examining the asymptotic limit
of the solution of Eq. (l6) for an isolated acoustical source (cf. Ref. 10).
This solution has the form .

6 " " / y y
* 7=^ R=VX, +X2

2 -00 (18)

Equation (l8) requires <J> to decay exponentially with distance for imaginary
y which, from Eq. (l?), is equivalent to M*< 1. If the cutoff parameter 7
is real (i.e., M*> l), Eq. (l8) is the asymptotic form for a cylindrical
acoustical wave propagating outward from the origin at R «* 0.

The boundary conditions on $ are

.u 2 e ' for -!<*,< I, X2=o

12



which was derived from Eq. (9) and

_j_
~R~2as R '-r oo (20)

which is the asymptotic radiation condition of Eg. (l8). In addition to the
boundary conditions in Eq. (19) and (20) a Kutta-Joukowski condition must "be"
imposed at the trailing edge of the airfoil. This condition requires that
the pressure jump across the airfoil vanish at the trailing edge. This
requirement can "be mathematically expressed in terms of 4> and its derivatives
"by substituting Eq. (15-) into Eq. (7).to yield

S =- UCOS0

dX,
- i/3* exp

(21)

/I-

which equals

Ps= o at x,= l, X2= o (22)

The governing differential equation'(l6) and the boundary conditions,
Eq. (19), (20) and (22),form a boundary value problem for $ whose solution
is dependent on only two variables, the cutoff parameter 7, and the frequency
parameter /?. The construction of the approximate solutions to this bou.dary
value problem was divided into three parts: (l) a' solution valid for small
positive values of 7, (2) a solution valid for negative values of 72, and (3)
a solution valid for large values of 7 , each of which will be discussed below.

13



SOLUTION OP THE BOUNDARY PROBLEM

. ' General Considerations . . -. ; ; , JL.- .••

An important objective of this analysis is to determine the unsteady ,'
lift and moment coefficients (per unit span) resulting from the. encounter: of" •••
an infinite swept airfoil with a three-dimensional oblique sinusoidal .gust in«
a compressible stream. This is accomplished by integrating the zero and first
order moments of the pressure distribution over the chord of the airfoil;
however, the pressure distribution is a highly specialized function of the
cutoff parameter", and, as shown below, the solution changes its character
for various regimes of 7. In general, the lift and moment' coefficients can
be written in the form

, .-.'.••>'•• , •.. •' ' • • " <^- . . .

27MJ 2COS0) i [Ksinax3-ui<cos(0-a)t] (23)

i[Rsinax3-uKCos(0-a)t]

where! TL and T^ are the lift and moment transfer, functions, and the expressions
within the brackets ( | represent the quasi-steady lift and momentsresponse.
The functions TL and Tj^ will now be derived for. the various values of y • of
interest here. .••• • .'••:••

Solution for Small Values of-7'2=0:.

The approximate solution of Eq. (l6) for small positive values of y was
obtained by expanding the exact solution to this problem, taken from Ref. 7>
in a power.series of 7- The-analysis-presented in Ref. ^ :was developed,by.
linearly separating 4> into two components. The first component, v ',
'accounts for the noncirculatory flow field surrounding the airfoil. This
solution for fc'1' satisfies Eq. (l6) along with boundary-conditions in
Eqs. (19) and (20) and has the following properties: (i) the circulation
around the airfoil is zero, and (ii) singularities in pressure and velocity
occur at the leading and ..trailing edges, of the .airfoil. Th? desired solution
for $ is obtained by adding to $A 'a second component, <l>'̂ ', which is the

ll



circulatory solution. This new term cancels the trailing edge singularity
of $(1) (i.e., causes the solution for $ to satisfy the Kutta-Joukowski
condition, Eq. (22)), and has its normal gradient vanishing on the airfoil.

The details of the approximate solution for small positive values of 7
will'"be - found in Appendix I in which the final form for the pressure distri-
bution on the surface of the airfoil is shown to "be:

s /P0Uu2cos0 J0(/3)-iZJ|(£)

H-Z
exp

(25)

- I <X,< I

where the variable

Z = -
(26)

The equation for the lift and moment transfer functions T^ and T^, respectively,
can "be obtained by integrating the zero and first order moments of the pressure
distribution over the chord of the airfoil. The resulting expression for the
lift transfer function TL is:

(27)

while that for the moment transfer function T^ about the quarter-chord is :

= e
i bRco

(28)'

15



Equations (25), (2?), and (28) are used to determine the aerodynamic loading
for small positive values of 7. . • . ' . / '-v

' ' -J

Limiting Behavior as y-»0+. ' 1: -n< : "
: ' ' • ' • • • . . . - . ' .•':•'.•• '*'-'*.' J \

The influence of the cutoff parameter y on the lift transfer functibn ' '
for small values of this parameter may be"shown by examining the limiting" - :i

form of Eq. (27) as y-*0+. This limit is given by the equation ; "'''̂  'L l

TL = |conj)s(£)} - -̂ In -^-][ J0(/3M2cos20)

(29)iKbco*a ' ' '

where conj { | denotes the complex conjugate of the enclosed quantity, and
where

bK [(Mcosg)2-sin2q] y(Mcosg)2-sin2a

(i-M2cos20)cosa '"I 4cosa
(30)

can be obtained by manipulating Eq. (l?)- Note that S(0) is the two-dimensional
gust response function derived by Sears (Ref. 2). The influence of y is, shown
"by Eq. (30) to be of first order in K and (Mcos0')2-- ,sin2a, and its effect on
the moment transfer function is of secondary importance compared with the;
parameter /3M2cos20. ' An expansion of Eq. (28) for small ̂ values of jSM̂ cos2^ :
yields the result that the moment transfer function is a linear function of
this parameter. This result implies that the moment transfer function about'
the quarter chord vanishes as (l) the gust wave number K approaches its
steady-state limit of zero, or (2) the speed of sound of the fluid medium
approaches infinity. ,

Solution for Values of y<0

A power series expansion of the result presented in Ref. 7 for the
circulatory pressure distribution on the surface of the airfoil for negative
values of y2 was derived. It is shown above- that this approach leads to

16



vê ry simple expressions'for the aerodynamic response functions (i.e., Eqs.'
(25), (27), and (28)) for small positive values of'7. However, when the'
expansion technique was applied to the problem for 7^0, it yielded solu-
tions which contained definite integrals whose values had to be determined
numerically. This form of a solution is not satisfactory because it does
not ..lead t.o. a ..simplified analytical procedure. Hence, an alternative
approach, was developed., based on Graham's similarity rules (Ref. 5) and the
analysis developed .bŷ .Fllotas (.Ref. if) for an oblique sinusoidal gust
encountering an infinite airfoil in an incompressible stream. This
alternative approach led to an approximate expression for the pressure
distribution on the surface of the airfoil which can be applied over the
entire range of 7 s';0.̂ .-;;•"•.:.;;.,..., •'*-..-•> • : . - . .

:. >•".-' 2

The details of the approximate solution for negative values of 7 will
be found in Appendix II in which the:final form of the pressure distribution
is shown to be

s />0UU2cos 6 H(y^9)
P . :: ~ /. . o 9- T /VA _l_ T M - / I J.y' ". .

(31)

. . ._. 2 2«> ibKsm a _ I
t:JgM -«>r«)Xi + .: .,,,. ^./gx,-iUK cos(e-a)t

- i<x<i

where ,,.. ^ ,

(32)

*e2
I cos 8- Tr(-rr/2- 8)

and
1

'' -v'''':; r • .,•• -• •• i \
I -hTr^/r2 + 0z I + cosz&+Tr^/r2,+ l32 sinS i

8 = tqn"V//3 (33)

IT



The lift transfer function TJJ is computed "by integrating the pressure
distribution, Eq. (31 ), over the chord of the airfoil, yielding

t[
T = e

The corresponding expression for the moment transfer function Tj^ about the
quarter-chord is

iKb cos a r

(35)

+ i.(y+i/3M2cos20)7i ' g 2 n H(r,£) + TL
\ 7>i)3Mcos 0/J

Equations (31), (3*0, and (35) can be used.to compute the aerodynamic response
functions over the entire range of negative 7 .

Solution for Large Values of \7 \

The results predicted by the analysis of Ref. 7 for the pressure distri-
bution on the surface of an airfoil encountering a two-dimensional sinusoidal
gust indicate that for large values of \7 \ the pressure distribution appears
to be composed of acoustical waves whose points of origin are the leading and
trailing edges of the airfoil. The spatial influence of the acoustical wave
"emitted from the leading edge of the airfoil increases'as 7 increases, while
the influence of the wave emitted from the trailing edge decreases. This is
indicated by the behavior of the pressure phase angle (both theoretical and
experimental) in Fig. 11 of Ref. 11 and is further corroborated by computa-
tions performed during the development of the basic theory (Ref. 6). This
behavior implies that for large values of 17 I a good approximation to the
pressure field in the neighborhood of the leading edge (i.e., far upstream
of the trailing edge) can be obtained by considering the interaction of a 'p
gust with a semi-infinite plate. For values of 7 * 0 the pressure distri-
bution p^' on the surface of the plate possesses a leading edge singularity,
and decays with distance aft of the leading edge. Thus the pressure distri-'-
bution is a monotonically decreasing function which vanishes only at an.'•
infinite distance downstream of the leading edge, and therefore the pressure

18



distribution p(1) satisfy the Kutta-Joukowski condition,
to p^ ' a pressure field p^ ' which is

does not
can "be corrected lay adding to p' a pressure
opposite to p^1' downstream of the airfoil (i.e., X^2 1, Xg
normal gradient vanishing everywhere on the airfoil.

This error
equal and

0) and has' its

<•>:The details of the approximate solution for large values of y will "be
found in Appendix III in which the final form for the pressure distribution
on the surface of the airfoil is shown to "be

(36)

where

/o0u02cos 9 (i + i)
•exp

M2cosV -v/2

i (y- /$M2cos25)x, /-hiRsinax3-iu1<'cos(&-a)t|

(37)

and

Uo2cos 9
exp

[-H iKsinaxs-iUKcos(0-a)t|
(38)

The mathematical form of the two-dimensional limit of Eq. (3?) is that of an
outward propagating acoustical wave whose point of origin is the leading
edge, while-the equivalent limit of Eq. (38) yields a form which represents
an outward'propagating wave whose apparent origin is the trailing edge. Once
again the lift and moment transfer function are obtained "by integrating the
zero and first order moments of the pressure distribution, Eq. (36), over.

19



the chord of the airfoil. The result for the lift transfer function
is

I / y—5-1 f
E l.v/2(y-/3Mzcoszej + 1'i-

2 (-
X

while that for the moment transfer function about the quarter-chord is
~ E

.(to)

'2-

4iy

T L

Equations (36), -(39), and (40) can be used to determine the aerodynamic
response function for large values of 72.

I
n I

y I -* °°

The limiting form attained by Eq. (39) for very Jarge values of |72|
can be derived by expanding Eq. (39) in powers of l/y2. The result is
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provided 7- /JN^cos2^ * 0. Equation (Ul) shows that TL is proportional to
K"1 since "both 7 and ft are linear functions of K. However, if 7 - ft^cos26= 0
Eq. (39) will approach .

for large values of 7. This result is proportional to K 2and occurs when
the gust phase velocity along the span is sonic relative to the mean span flow
velocity Usin0. This phenomenon will occur when the wave front encounter
angle is equal to . .

q= a= cos- - 0<M<l

A comparable expansion of Eq. (40) for very large values of 17^1 yields
an expression for Tj^ which is proportional to K~3/2^ provided 7 - /JM̂ coŝ fl *
However if 7- {Ĥ cperd = 0, the limiting form attained by the expansion of
Eq. (l<-0) is proportional to K"2. This large variation in the asymptotic
limit of the moment transfer function can, for example, have an effect on the
unsteady aerodynamic response of a helicopter rotor blade encountering the tip
vortex shed by a previous blade.
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DISCUSSION OP THE APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS

.The objective of this section is to demonstrate the validity of the
approximate solutions that were developed in the previous sections for the
aerodynamic response functions. First, consider the equations for the lift
transfer function, TL, for both small and large positive values of 7 (i.e.,
Eqs. (27) and (39)> respectively) and compare the two-dimensional iiniits of
these equations to the exact results of Refs. 5 and 6. This comparison is
presented in Pigs. k and 5 in which the complex function TL is plotted in
the phase plane, at specific values of nondimensional wave number,. bK, for .
Mach numbers of 0.3 and 0.6, respectively. The solid curve appearing.in
both figures corresponds to the exact results presented.in Refs. 5 and.6,
while the dashed curves represent values computed from Eqs. (27) and. (39)
and.a linear curve fit procedure to join the upper limit..of validity of
Eq. (27) (i.e., 7 - 0.2) to the lower limit of validity of Eq. (39) /(i.S-/
V = 0.7).. Figures k and _5 show that the present approximate solutions for
the lift transfer functions 'are in good agreement with the exact result
over a wide range of bK. The accuracy of>Eqs. (28) and (Uo) in predicting
the two-dimensional moment transfer function is shown in Figs. 6 and 7 for
Mach numbers of 0.3 and 0.6. The values of the moment transfer function
for the region between the upper limit of Eq. (28) (i.e., 7 = O.l) and the
lower limit of Eq. (ko) (i.e., 7 = 0.7) were determined by employing the
same linear curve fitting procedure that was used for the lift transfer
function. The agreement between the approximate solutions and the exact
solutions for the moment transfer functions is seen to be comparable to that
attained for the lift transfer functions.

The accuracy of the approximate expression for the lift and moment
transfer functions governing the region 72^0 and zero angle of sweep is
first demonstrated at 7 = 0 by comparing the results predicted by Eqs.
(3U) and (35) at this limit with those predicted by Eqs. (27) and (28). In
Eqs. (27) and (28) the limit as 7-+Q+ yields exact results while the limit
of Eqs. (3*0 and (35) is approximate. A comparison for 72 = 0 is shown in
Figs. 8 through 11 in which the complex functions TL and TM are plotted in
the phase plane for specific values of nondimensional gust wave number, bK.
Once again the agreement between the exact solutions and the approximate
solutions is good. To establish the accuracy of Eqs. (3*0 and (35) for
values of 7*< 0 a comparison was made with the results obtained from an
analysis based on the theory of Ref. 7- This comparison is presented for
the real part of TL and TM in Figs. 12 through 15 for an encounter angle
of 90 deg, zero angle of sweep and for Mach numbers of 0.3 and 0.6. (The
imaginary part of TL and T^ predicted by Eqs. (3U) and (35) is zero, which
is the correct solution for this particular encounter.) The solid curves
appearing in these figures correspond to the exact results while the dashed
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curves were predicted "by Eqs. (3*0 and (35)- In addition, the results
predicted "by Eqs. (39) and (ko) are included as the dot-dash curves. The
agreement between the approximate solutions and the exact solution is very
good for values of Kb >1.0. For values of Kbs1.0 the agreement between
Eqs. (3*0 and (35) and the exact results has deteriorated somewhat but is
more than adequate for computational purposes.

'The validity of these approximate solutions is clearly demonstrated by
the good agreement with exact theory, and the closed form structure of the
solutions facilitates their use. The latter is particularly important when
these results are applied to specific problems of unsteady aerodynamic re-
sponse where computer time and core storage may be limiting factors.
Furthermore, the mathematical procedure that was employed to develop the
approximate expressions for the unsteady response functions is sufficiently
general to be applied to additional unsteady aerodynamic problems. In
particular the current procedure can be used to predict the unsteady-forces
generated by the pitching or plunging motion of a two-dimensional airfoil
in a subsonic stream. The derivation and discussion of these transfer
functions is presented in Appendix IV.
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APPLICATION OF THE APPROXIMATE .SOLUTIONS 3,.,,

The theory of the preceding sections has been..applied., to .the study of
the lift and moment response of a helicopter rotor "blade.encountering the
trailing vortex from a previous "blade. The model that has."been developed. .
to simulate this aerodynamic interaction problem assumes the rotor blade to
be an infinite swept airfoil. The trailing vortex is modeled as a recti-
linear vortex.translating at a velocity q̂ual to:the.mean stream velocity.

The lift and moment coefficients per unit span generated by the encounter
are obtained by the Fourier superposition of the lift and moment responses to
an infinite series of oblique gusts which.constitute the. Fourier decomposition
of the rectilinear vortex.. The mathematical.details ,of this procedure"are
discussed in Appendix V, while the computer program used;N to compute the'
example cases is described in Appendix VI. A series of computations were
performed to determine the effects of, encounter angle, Mach;number, and
vertical vortex displacement on the lift and moment, response. and, these
results are presented-in Figs. 16 through .23- In all .cases examined,, ;.£he.
airfoil sweep angle was fixed at zero (i.e., the incoming flow wa.s.. normal..
to the leading edge line of .the wing). ,.The lift and moment coefficients
per unit span appearing in .these figures-are normalized ..with respect to the
parameter F/Ub where F is the circulation of the free vortex ,,-U is. the free
stream, velocity, and b is. the semichord. of the airfoil. ,-.A .typical range of.
this parameter for a helicopter blade is. 0.2 sr/Ub <2.'-.Figure-16, shews, the.
lift coefficient per unit span generated; by a parallel encounter, .of a.yortex
with a two-dimensional wing as a function of free stream Mach number and .
nondimensional time, t' = Ut/b. At t1 = 0 the position of the vortex is
one semichord below the airfoil leading edge, while at .t.1 .= 2. it is located
one semichord below the trailing edge.... The lift coefficient calculated on
the basis of, quasi-steady lifting .line .theory, is also shown as.a. dash'e.d, line
in-Fig. 16. This- result is presented,, £o illustrate the effects of .unsteadi-
ness. It is seen from the rfigure that lifting line theory overestimates.,.the
maximum values of the. lift coefficient when.the vortex is directly beneath .
(0^t'<2) or slightly downstream (t' > 2) of the .airfoil. This behavior can
be attributed to rapid time variations, in .downwash .that -occur during the time
the vortex is beneath ;..the airfoil.. In-Fig. 17 the moment coefficient about
the quarter-chord produced by a parallel encounter is shown .as a function of
Mach number and nondimensional time t1... A non-zero moment coefficient about
the quarter-chord for a parallel encounter can be directly attributed to
compressibility, since the moment is zero for an: incompressible" fluid.' (This
is shown on page 287 of Ref. 9. In addition, it should be.nptjed that lifting
line theory-does not predict, pitching mome.nt.) It..is .seen from Fig." 17 that
significant values of Cĵ A/Cr/Ub) can be obtained, which increase with
increasing Mach number. .
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The results appearing in Pigs . 18 and 19 illustrate the effects of
three-dimensionality at- a .free stream approach Mach number of 0.6. These
figures represent the lift and moment coefficients, respectively, produced
by a vortex encountering an -airfoil at an oblique angle'. as shown in the
sketch in Pig. 18. Both results are presented as a function, of nondimen-
sional time t1, which is more generally defined as

cos (0 -a) -- sin a

lii this equation a is the angle between the vortex and the leading edge of
the wing,~and Xo is the spanwise coordinate. The spanwise position of the
vortex at time t = 0 is xg = 0, while its vertical position is one semichord.-
below thawing. The lift response shown in Fig. 18 appears to be a weak
functiori'̂ of the encounter angle, while the corresponding moment response,
shown in.Pig. 19, appears to be very sensitive to variations in the encounter-
angle. This effect can be directly related to the asymptotic behavior of . :
the Fourier tiransfbrm of the moment response. Over most • of the range of
encounter angle,a , from parallel to normal encounter, this asymptotic- limit
is inversely proportional toK^' (details can be found in the section
entitled Limiting Behavior as |y2| -*•«>). However, if the value of the
encounter angle is.such that a = a* (cf. Eq. (̂ 3)) the asymptotic limit is
proportional to K~2 . This was the case for a = 30 deg. It appears from
Fig. 19 that there is a definite transition in the' character of the moment
response'at a= a*. " '

A number of computations were performed to determine the effect of the :
vertical posit ion of the free vortex beneath the airfoil on the unsteady lift--'
and moment response generated by an encounter. The results for the normalized
lift arid'moment'coefficients per unit span generated by-a parallel encounter :
at a Mach number 0.6 are shown in Figs. 20 and 21 as functions of nondimen-
sional time t1 and nondimensional vertical distance h1 = h/b (where h is the
vertical height of the free vortex beneath the wing). The geometry of the
encounter at time t = 0 is shown in the sketch of Fig. 20. These results
indicate that the effect of increasing the vertical -distance between the
airfoil "and'the .free vortex is to-reduce'the lift and moment response. Fig-
ures 22 and 23 show the maximum positive and negative values of the response
curves as functions of vertical displacement and encounter angle. These • ' '
results .were obtained for an approach Mach number 0.6. Decreasing the • ' -
vertical .displacement between the free vortex and the wing causes the lift
and moment response to increase for all encounter angles examined to date.
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These results also show that the maximum positive values of the lift and
moment response curves appear to be relatively insensitive to the encounter
angle. However, the maximum negative values are strongly dependent on the
encounter angle.

The final set of results that are presented is for a UH/1D rotor in
forward flight at 90 Kts where the advancing blade in the second quadrant-
encounters the tip vortex shed by the preceding blade. Data for an ex-
perimentally measured wake geometry (Ref. 12) has been used to predict, the
spanwise distribution of the aerodynamic loads when the vortex-rotor blade
intersection point is at 0.85, 0-753, and 0.67k of the rotor radius. The
vertical displacement of the vortex beneath the plane of the rotor is 0.8ĵ
semichords while the azimuth position of the intersection at 0.85 of the
rotor radius is 92 deg, at 0-753 of the rotor radius is 10U deg, and
at 0.674 of the rotor radius is 115 deg. The resulting normalized lift
and pitching moment coefficients are presented in Figs. 2*4- and 25 for the
three blade radial locations. The results indicate the lift and moment
coefficients to be relatively insensitive to radial location. This result
can be attributed to the small variation of the geometry of the encounter
with radial position. A variety of blade/vortex intersections can occur in
a rotor depending upon advance ratio, azimuth position, lift and propulsive
forces, and maneuvering condition; however, an evaluation of such intersec-
tions is beyond the scope of this study.
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS' '

A primary objective in developing the present analysis was to sig-
nificantly reduce-the computational time required "by the theory of Ref. 7
to predict the aerodynamic response resulting from the encounter of a two-
dimensional swept airfoil"with a three-dimensional oblique sinusoidal gust
ifr a compressible'stream. This general objective was achieved, and the •
following are specific results obtained and conclusions, reached in the .
development of this analysis: " :'- "•

. -1'. A simple set of approximate expressions was derived to model the-
airfoil unsteady pressure, lift, and moment response. -

2. In predicting the airfoil-aerodynamic response, use. of,these
/'approximate expressions significantly reduced the computation time
• (by-a factor of 10 or more) over that required'.by the theory-of Ref. T«

. .̂ 3. The validity of these expressions was demonstrated by the close
-•agreement with*the exact results, (i.e.,,based on the theories of Refs. 5

-~ - ;*and 7Xover a .'wide-range of values of the. governing parameters.

U. The approximate expressions clearly show the influence of compres-
sibility and three-dimensionality on the response functions, and they
show that a major effect is to generally increase the asymptotic decay
rate of the response functions relative to their incompressible two-
dimensional counterparts.

The approximate expressions were used to predict the aerodynamic
loading on a helicopter rotor blade encountering the tip vortex shed by a
previous blade. The major conclusion reached in this application of the
analysis is that compressibility, unsteadiness, and three-dimensionality are
important terms which must be included to correctly predict the aerodynamic
response, particularly if the vortex is located within two chord lengths of
the airfoil. Some of the specific results that were obtained in this
application are:

1. The influence of unsteadiness is to reduce the magnitude of the
lift response compared with that predicted by lifting line theory.

2. The influence of compressibility and three-dimensionality is to
cause the generation of a moment about the quarter-chord which would
be zero if the flow field were incompressible and two-dimensional.



3• The lift and moment response amplitudes increase as the Mach number
of the flow increases.

k-. The maximum value of the lift and moment response decreases,, rapidly
as the distance "between the center of the vortex and the plane 'of the
airfoil increases. . • ' i
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The tasks described in the following recommendations will provide a
framework for future studies of the vortex encounter problem:

1. An experimental program should be undertaken to measure the
aerodynamic forces and moments generated during the encounter of a rotor
blade and a vortex. These measurements should be made over a wide
range of flow conditions and specifically should include the region of
vortex-induced stalled flow on the suction surface of the rotor blade.

2. The present analytical model does not account for the influence
of a tip region on the forces and moments generated during an encounter.
Work.should be undertaken to introduce this effect into the present
analysis.

3« The results predicted by the present analysis indicate that lifting-
line theory is., inadequate for predicting the aerodynamic forces and
moments generated during an encounter. It is therefore suggested that
rotor blade dynamic response analyses which rely on lifting-line models
to determine the aerodynamic forces be modified to incorporate the
present analysis to yield a more realistic prediction of the forces and
moments generated during an encounter.

U-. Finally, the present analysis should be combined with an acoustic
analysis to predict the acoustic field generated by a vortex encounter.
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APPENDIX I

APPROXIMATE EXPRESSIONS FOR THE AERODYNAMIC

RESPONSE FUNCTIONS FOR SMALL POSITIVE VALUES OF 7

In this Appendix approximate expressions for both the circulatory and
none ir culatory solutions of Eq. (l6) are derived for small positive values
of 7. Consider first the variable *̂ ' associated with the noncirculatory
flow field which is obtained "by solving Eq. (l6) subject to the boundary
conditions, Eqs . (19) and (20); From the results presented in Ref. 7 it
can be shown that a solution for the noncirculatory flow field of order V
(i.e., a series which neglects all terms of order 7n for n>l) is given by
an expression which satisfies Laplace's equation.

(U5)

and the boundary condition, Eq. (19)- The solution of Eq. (lf-5) is given in
Ref. 1 as . .

where the elliptical cylindrical coordinates t) and £ are defined by the
equations ' ' .

x, = cosh £ cos 17

and

X2=
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The surfaces £ = constant and ~n = constant are elliptic and hyperbolic
cylinders, respectively, and the degenerate ellipse £ = 0 corresponds to
the portion of the X^, X^ plane occupied "by the airfoil; that is, -l^X^sl.

The constants A^ in Eq. (46) are determined by requiring
the boundary conditions in Eq. (19)-

to satisfy

as
dX,

(I) a*(l)

x~=o

1
sim?

oo

•E
n = 1

Ann sin rt'rj

sin1'?

Eqs. (19) and (49) may be rearranged to yield

boo

Ann siring = (50)-

If both sides of this equation are multiplied by sin HIT? and integrated over
the interval Ors^STTthe result is

bu.
A m =

~ M2COS20 0

r* •I s

bu.

Upon introducing the integral relationship

•sin

cos (m-1)171 e

m > i

(51)

Jn{£) = (52)

and the Bessel Function recurrence formula

Jn-,<z) = -Y- Jn(z) (53)
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into Eq. (51)> one obtains

2bu2 jn - ' Jm(/3)
AM =

which when combined with Eq. (U6), transforms Eq. (U6) to

2bu ' ?in- Jn(/3) s inn ,76-*. (55)
/? £, " 7

. An expression for the noncirculatory pressure field on the surface <of
the airfoil is obtained by combining Eqs. (2l) and (55) yielding

>S(n-^^M»™^'<^*
(56)

0M2COS20 COS 17 4 g^fa X3-Ru COS (0-O)tJ

Since sin1^ = 0 at the leading and trailing edges of the airfoil, the pressure
distribution given by Eq. (56) is singular at these points.

' ' i f * ' ' ' • ' . ' • . ' • '.'.'.
The trailing edge singularity is removed by adding a circulatory field.

The approximate expression for the circulatory flow field pressure distribu-
tion on the surface of the airfoil for small positive values of 7 is obtained
by expanding the exact solution for the-- circulatory pressure distribution
presented in Ref . 7 in a power series of T. This pressure distribution is
equal to

3(2) -(2) i c o s c o s ^ X a - K U C o s t f - a M (57)

P = p e
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where p ' is defined "by Eq. (62) of Ref. 7 as

(2)/p(2) (0,77) = - conj I Bncen(n,q) Men (0,q) q =y (58)
D ln=0 I

and the symbol conj denotes the complex conjugate operator. The coefficients
Bn which appear in Eq. (58) are defined "by Eq. (|?U) of Ref. ?. For snail
positive values of 7, an expression for p'2', correct to first order in T,
can "be obtained "by retaining the first two terms of the series in Eq. (58),
namely

/o0ucos0 . ( B0Meg
}/(0,q)

-̂ - conj °
bsm-n

• • (59)

When ceo fajq) an<3 cei (̂ q) are expanded in a power series, the following
results are obtained to first order in 7:

(60)

(61)

Similarly, if the quantity BQ Me^OY ie expanded (i.e., by employing the
results presented on pages lU6 and 1^7 of Ref• 7 with 7 and ft replacing yu and
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v, respectively) the result will Toe

2-i/3e
Me(0,q)

2\ r_x -/? J — rv '

tf
Me,(2)(0,q)

Me;
(2)(0,q)

+ \Y -i
(0,q)

(62)

The first order expansions of the remaining Mathieu function are

(63)

Me,(2)(0.q) ^^
" "' (64)

(65)

r -£ -

= - H
(2)

(66)



Upon substituting Eq. (63) through (66) into Eq. (62) and neglecting terms of
higher order than y which appear in the denominator of Eq. (62) the result is

(67)

Equation (6?) is reduced to its final form "by interpreting 1 + i/3 as the
^leading terms in the expansion,of e1^. With this 'replacement, Eq. (67)
becomes . ,

+ i y 2 ) - H0
(2)(/3)]

(68)

The substitution of ê  for (l + i/3) causes Eq. (68) to approach zero as /3-»oo.
This substitution improves the accuracy of the approximate .expressions for
the lift and moment transfer, function for large values, of /?.

Equation (68) contains an expression of apparent second order in 7.
However, if this term is neglected, a term of first order in K would be lost.
This first order term results from a combination of the expressions within
the brackets and the Hankel function Hi'2^ (/3). Thus if 7 is neglected in
Eq. (62) the validity of the approximation is reduced to zero order in K.
When Eqs. (60), (6l), and (68) are introduced into Eq. (59) an approximate

(expression for p(2) is .obtained

P<2)(0,77) a-
b sin C conj

iH0
(2)(/3)-H(7/2)2[H(S

2)(y/2) -

(69)

COST;
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where the constant C must "be assigned a value which will cause P, / a"t the
trailing edge to be equal in magnitude "but opposite in sign to p8^' evaluated
at the trailing edge.

The final form for the pressure distribution on the surface of the airfoil
for small positive values of y is obtained by substituting Eq. (69) into Eq.
(57) and adding the result to Eq. (56) to yield

6

d-M2cos20)l/2 v/ 7^7 L l + z J (TO)

i \-/3 M2ca£d x, 4 R sin ax3- [l? u cos (0-a) t]|

where the variable

iH0
(%3)Hy//3)MHo'V/2)-i

The equations for the lift and moment transfer functions TL and TM,
respectively, can be obtained by integrating the zero and first order moments
of the pressure distribution over the chord of the airfoil. The resulting
expression for the lift transfer function TL is:

jrffHZJ.pl [j^eoAnVij^a.A,] (72)
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while that for the moment transfer function Tjyj about the quarter-chord is:

[ l« J (T3)

[-J0(M
2/3cos20)-H J2(M

2/3cos20) - 2i J,(M2j8cos20)] + TL

The factor e
itKcosa which appears in Eqs. (72) and (73) has "been added to

shift the phase of the lift and moment response relative to the gust field
to the leading edge of the airfoil.
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• " APPENDIX II
o

APPROXIMATE EXPRESSIONS FOR THE AERODYNAMIC

RESPONSE FUNCTIONS FOR NEGATIVE VALUES OF "V

The objective of this Appendix is to present the derivation of the '
approximate expressions for the aerodynamic response functions for the " '•'"
region T^so. This derivation was accomplished "by employing an extended
version of the similarity rules developed "by Graham (Ref . 5); which were
modified to include the effect of airfoil sweep angle. Graham shows that---
xthe solution' for the modified velocity potential 4> (cf. Eq.' (15)) for the
region V *s 0 and for zero sweep angle is directly related to the solution •"-••
for * associated with the problem 'of an unswept two-dimensional airfoil en-
countering a three-dimensional oblique sinusoidal gust in an incompressible
stream. This correspondence also exists for swept. infinite .airfoils and is
expressed b y t h e equation.:. . . • • • • ' •

0

which is derivable from Eq. (l6). Here *(*y,/3)iNC is *he solution to the
three-dimensional incompressible problem expressed in terms of y and/8.
The substitution of Eqs. (74) and (13) into Eq. (21) yields the.expression
for the compressible pressure field

-/D0UCOS0

b i- M*cos20
INC

(75)

exp [- i/32M2cos20x | -1-iKsi n a x $- i KU cos (6-a ) t]

The equation for the corresponding incompressible pressure field is obtained
by letting M-*0 in Eq. '(75) , , . . . -•'.

b I dx |

exp [ iRsinax3- iKUcos(0-a)t]
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and it is seen that Eqs. (75) and (76) are related by the equation

p S = . . (T7)

which is a pressure similarity rule comparable to Eq. (7*0 for the modified
potential.

A formula for the pressure field p(*y,y8)™c can be derived from the
approximate expression developed by Filotas (Ref . Ij.) for the pressure
distribution on the surface of an unswept airfoil encountering a three-
dimensional gust in an incompressible stream,

(3) (4) (78)

{exp (iKFcosj9Fx3)}x {exp(-iUKFsin/3Ft}

- I<X,<I

where

-iKFjsin/3F -TT/Spy + COS -gH/Jl -HZTTKpIl 4 COS -sH (
€ 1 / [ _ V J I

H(Kp,/3F) = = (79)
(3F+ 7TKFCOS)3F)

The subscript F which appears in these equations refers to the variables
defined in Ref. k. The transformation of Eq. (78) to p-Q̂  is accomplished
by letting the terms in brackets (l), (3), and (I)-) become

bracket (l)
if

(80)
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bracket (3)

— {exp[iKsinaxJ} (81)

"bracket

{exp[-iKFsin/3Ft]} -{exp[-iRucos(^-a)t]} (82)

while the remaining terms which appear in bracket (2) are transformed by
replacing the variables Kp and /3-p by the expressions

(83)

where

(85)

Introducing these transformations into Eq. (78) and combining the result with
Eq. (77) yields an expression for ps

p

exp [-iKsinax3-iKUcos(8-a)t]

where

.««cos -

-j-cos 8 +TT V 2 + 2 sin



The lift and moment transfer functions per unit span are obtained by
integrating the appropriate moments of the pressure distribution, Eq. (86),
.over the chord of the airfoil. The expression for the lift transfer function
TLis

TL -

while the corresponding expression for the moment transfer.function about
the quarter-chord is

V<=--iEbcos°^^I^MWe>

)J

The factor e30080 has been introduced to refer the phase of the lift and
moment response functions to the gust down-wash at the leading edge.



APPENDIX III

SOLUTION FOR LARGE VALUES OF |72|

In the main "body of the text it is suggested that for large positive
values of 7^ the pressure distribution on the surface of the airfoil is
composed of two cylindrical acoustical waves whose origins are the leading
and trailing edges of the airfoil. Furthermore, it is suggested that the
solution for the pressure field whose origin is the leading edge could tie
approximated "by the solution for the pressure field resulting from the
encounter of a three-dimensional gust with a semi*infinite plate. The
solution for the modified velocity potential $ associated with this pressure
field satisfies Eq. (l6) and the "boundary condition of Eq. (19) on the surface
of the plate. . The solution for <i> can "be obtained from an analysis "based on
the Weiner-Hopf technique, the details of which can be found on pages U8 to
98 of Ref. 13- This solution is

L-J x.'.o (90)

where

E =

and C and S are cosine and sine Fresnel Integrals, respectively. The pressure
distribution is obtained by substituting Eq. (90) into Eq. (21) yielding the
result

VV
(92)

'-M2/3cos 0)x' + iKsinax3 -iKUCos(0-<j)t]
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where x{ = X]_ + 1 and the superscript (l) denotes that Eq. (92) is an
approximate expression for p8 in a region removed from the trailing edge
of the airfoil. The magnitude of the pressure distribution as given "by
Eq. (92) monotonically approaches zero as the distance from the leading
edge of the airfoil becomes large without bound. However, the value for
the pressure distribution predictedjjy the exact theory of Ref. 7 for the
region downstream of the airfoil (i.e., X]_si, Xg = 0) is zero. Hence,
the pressure distribution, Eq. (92), is incorrect in a region surrounding
the trailing edge of the airfoil, the magnitude of the error being propor-
tional to y'1/2; This error may be corrected by adding to p^1' a pressure
field p(2/ which is equal and opposite to p'1/ downstream of' the airfoil
(i.e., X^sl; Xg = 0) and has its normal gradient vanishing everywhere on the
airfoil. An approximate expression for this pressure field can be developed
fory2> o by considering the problem of an oblique cylindrical acoustical
wave impinging on an infinitely compliant, semi-infinite surface (i.e., a- •
surface on which the pressure vanishes) in a uniform compressible stream.
(For V2< o the problem of an oblique cylindrical cut-off wave impinging on
a compliant surface can be,considered.) The solution for the scattered
pressure field p^2' is developed by again employing the Weiner-Hopf technique
(Refi'13). The construction of the solution for the pressure field p^ ' is
accomplished by introducing a modified acceleration potential H which is
defined in terras of p'2/ by the equation

p(2) =
i [ - j8M2cos20X|'+Rsinax3-KUcos(e-a)t] (93)

where the variable transformation X^_ = X-j_ -.2 now places the local origin at
the trailing edge. Substitution yields the result that H satisfies Eq. (16)
everywhere in the flow field.

Downstream of the airfoil (i.e., X^aO, Xg = 0) p' 'is equal in
magnitude but opposite in sign to p'1). Hence from Eqs. (92) and (93) H must
equal

Uu2cose -

X, > 0, X2 = 0



downstream of the trailing edge. Upstream of the trailing edge (i.e.,

X-ĵ .O, X2 = 0) the normal gradient of p(2) must vanish, hence

_d_H_
ax, = 0 X. < 0, X2 = 0

(95)

The solution for the pressure field p' may be derived from the solution
of the mixed "boundary value problem for Hj_ which can be found on pg. 79 of
Ref. 13. The value of H on the boundary X^< 0, Xg = 0 is given by the.
expression

H = -- -3/2
3iir

f M(u,

| -3/2
= —- 7T e

3iir

du l(U)dU (96)

*; < o,

where

M(U, X,, 0) =

0

(u-xj) > o

(U-X,) < 0

(97)

and the variable f is equal to H evaluated on the boundary X, > 0, X2 = 0

f(X,) = H(X,) (98)

X, > 0, X2= 0



The evaluation of the inner integral in Eq. (96) is accomplished by first
introducing Eq. (98) into Eq. (96) and replacing H(U + £) with.Eq. (9*0«
These manipulations yield

2i(y-j8M2cos2e) 2 iym+£)
Uu 2cos0 ( i - t - i ) e . /-GO e *

KU) = 2 = - / —. —- d£ (99)

This result may "be reduced to

(100)

by employing the method of stationary phase (i .e. , 'Ref. 1^) in evaluating the
integral over £. Substituting Eq. (100) into Eq. (96) and performing the ,
differentiation with respect to U yields

Uu\cos0 je2i(y-/3M2cos20)

H = — — — X
y^^T ^sr^ + r) (101)

. _, „ 2iyu . . r . T

The evaluation of the remaining integral in Eq._(lOl) is accomplished by
employing the variable transformation r2 = U - x{ to obtain

_ „ _»2-fc-i^2/

2UCUCOS0 jp^
^ / \

v i ~

.



An approximate value of the integral is obtained "by noting that for large
values of 7 the major contribution of the integrand to the integral comes
from the region surrounding the lower limit- Thus, Eq. (102) may be
approximated as

Hat.- 6 ' ^'"

V V^T

.(103)

. UQ2COS0

The pressure distribution p on the boundary Xs 0, Xg • 0 is obtained by
combining Eqs. (93) and (103.) which yields

(2)
P s

i + 1 - 0<x;<2

An approximate expression for the pressure field p8 is obtained by combining
the expressions for p̂ 1', Eq. (92) and p̂ 2', Eq. (10̂ ). The result is

exp i r - / 9 M c o s e x J + Rb sina x3 -UKcos(0-a) t



In Ref . 7 it is shown that upstream of the airfoil the solution for
ps must vanish. However, the approximate expression given by Eq. (105)
equals ps = p'̂ ' upstream of the airfoil since the pressure distribution
p' ' vanishes on the "boundary X^< 0, Xg = 0. It is seen from Eq. (10̂ )
for p(2) that the magnitude of -this expression for large values of \^ \
is proportional to"/"-1-. Hence, although the pressure distribution,
Eq. (105) is correct near the trailing edge, the result ps = p'^/ shows
that it is now incorrect in the region upstream of the airfoil leading
edge, (i.e., X^< -1-), the error being proportional to 7 . This error
could "be removed by employing an analytical procedure which is identical
to the one used earlier to remove the error associated with the
pressure distribution p^1^. The result would be an estimate for the pressure
distribution ps which would now be in error in the region surrounding the
trailing edge, the magnitude of the error being proportional to y~3' • This
could be further corrected at the expense of the leading edge solution, and
if desired the analytical procedure could be employed as many times as
necessary to achieve the desired degree of accuracy. The final form for the
pressure distribution ps on the surface of the airfoil would then be an
asymptotic series involving powers of •V'. In the present analysis the
series is terminated after the second term, p^ ', which yields, the result
given by Eq. (105).

The approximate expressions for the lift and moment transfer functions
are obtained by integrating the appropriate moments of the pressure distribu-
tion, Eq. (l05)j over the chord of the airfoil. The resulting integration
yields an expression for the lift transfer function T^ which is

2i(y-/3M2cos20)l '-' (106)
-e J 2

]

(y-/3M2cos20) /-/3M2cos20

UT



while the corresponding expression for the moment transfer function about the
quarter-chord is

M1/4 (y-/3M2cos20) (y-/?M2cos20)2

I- e
2i(y-£w2cos20)

X

(107)

2
2 22(r+>9Mcos0)

+ 2

2/2T e

M cos 9 (r-/3M2cos20)Vr+/3M2cos20
2(7-1-̂ M

The corresponding expressions for the lift and moment transfer functions for
y2 < 0 are obtained "by, replacing y by iy in Eqs .. (106) and (10?).



APPENDIX IV. . . ...

TWO-DIMENSIONAL PITCHING AND PLUNGING MOTION OF

4 AN AIRFOIL . m A COMPRESSIBLE STREAM

The mathematical procedure developed in the previous sections was shown
to be capable'"'Of generating simple approximate expressions for the aerodynamic
response functions..associated with the gust encounter problem. This result
might lead'one', to attempt to" apply the same procedure to develop aerodynamic
response functions for arbitrary motion of a finite lifting surface. This
general three-dimensional;problem,cannot be analyzed exactly by the present
theory because tip effects are-not included.: However;^the present analysis
can be used to examine the two-dimensional problem, and in particular, the
sinusoidal pitching and plunging motion of an airfoil. The objective of this
Appendix is to develop the equations .for the unsteady pressure distribution
associated with these motions. The resulting aerodynamic forces and moments
can be' computed from the zero and first order moments of the pressure
distribution.

The format for the analysis to be presented in this Appendix will
parallel that of the main text. First a solution valid for small values of
y (i.e., y = KM/(l-M?), where K =cob/U = Kb is the reduced frequency and co is
the circular frequency ofjthe.motion) will be derived by following the proce-
dure developed in Appendix I. This will be followed by an analysis based on
the theory in Appendix III which will be valid for large values of >.

Solution for Small Positive Values of y

The analysis presented in Appendix I showed that a solution for the
noncirculatory flow field of order y is given in terms of a modified velocity
potential 4>'̂ ' which is a solution of Laplace's equation. This solution is
given by Eq. (46) as

(108)
nn

where the coefficients A^ are dependent on the blade motion (i.e., the AQ'S
are functions of the downwash distribution). The value of these coefficients
must be such that the fluid velocity normal to the surface of the airfoil is

U9



equal to the velocity induced by the airfoil motion. The mathematical form
of this boundary condition is

d<P ah
ax2 at -b< x,<b, X2 = o (109)

where h is the displacement of the airfoil from the X2 plane. The form of h
for pitching motion about mid-chord is

h = a0x,e
(no)

while for plunging motion

h = h0e"
ia;t

where the parameters aQ and hQ are the amplitudes of motion.

The value of the normal derivative of 0 on the surface of the airfoil
is given in terms of <I>^ ' by

(D
(112)

ax2 b sin 77 a C

wher£ 0= K/l-1̂ . This result is derived from Eq. (15), by letting a = d = 0
and K U= <u. Thus from Eqs. (108) and (112)

ax2 bsin7? - (

which from Eqs. (109) and (llO) must be equal to (±<i)(xJ>X.^ + Ua0)e" *" for pitch-
ing motion and from Eqs. (109) and (ill) must be equal to (-icohQje"̂ * for
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plunging motion. The coefficients ^ are evaluated lay employing the orthogo-
nality relationship described in Eq, (51) of Appendix I. The result for
pitching motion can "be shown to be

(1HO
2a0b n n-i

and for plunging motion the result is

The noncirculatory pressure distribution on the surface of the airfoil
is derived by letting a « Q • 0 and K U • co in Eq. (2l) and combining the
resulting expression with Eq, (108), The result is . ,

8(1)
p

where the coefficients A^ are defined by Eq. (ll4) or (115). This noncircu-
latory pressure distribution is unbounded at the airfoil leading and trailing
edges . Only the trailing edge singularity must be removed . This is
accomplished by the addition of a circulatory flow field. In Appendix I. an
analysis is presented which yields an expression for the circulatory pressure
distribution on a swept airfoil encountering an oblique gust. The two-dimen-
sional circulatory pressure distribution on the surface of the airfoil,
obtained from the two-dimensional limit of that analysis, is

s(2) J2) -i/3M2cosT? -iwt (117)
p.- = p. e .. • e
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where

[l + ZCOS7?] (118)

and where the parameter Z is defined by Eq. (?l)- The constant C is assigned
a value which will cause ps(2) at the trailing edge to be equal in magnitude
but opposite in sign to p8^1' evaluated at the trailing edge. For plunging
motion the value of C can be shown to be

C = [jQ(/3M2) (119)

while for pitching motion about mid-chord

C =

2
Onb i( •? ~ 2

J0(/3M2)- J2(/3M2)

aobu r 2-̂ .[jo(/3M
2)-H, (I + Z)

(120)

The pressure distribution on the surface of the airfoil for small values
of y is obtained by combining Eqs. (ll6) and (ll?)- The result is

ncosm? + i
n=i

-i/?M2X, -ii

(121)

b sin7? :COST?]

The transfer functions associated with the unsteady motion of the airfoil
are obtained by integrating the product of the pressure distribution and the
appropriate weighting functions over the chord of the airfoil. For example,
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the lift transfer function associated with plunging motion is dependent on
the integral of the pressure distribution over the chord, and is given "by
the equation

T. = C,
u y i - M 2

277-Do

where

r p(s)
C. =/ sin1?? d''?

^o lp u2

2 ro

and U2 = -iwhQ. Substituting Eq. (l2l) into Eq. (123) and performing the
chordwise integration yields . . .

? co (h) n n
CL = -ĵ - I An ni 7r(-l)

which reduces to

(125)

-iwt
e
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when Eqs. (115) and (119) are introduced. Thus the lift transfer function
for plunging motion is equal to

v-^V^**
(126)

[j0(/3M
2).+ iZJ(/3M2)]

L° ' ~

The remaining transfer.functions can be derived "by a similar procedure.

Solution for large Values of y

The analytical procedure presented in Appendix III can be used to- develop
the asymptotic form of the pressure distribution on a two-dimensional airfoil
undergoing sinusoidal pitching or plunging motion. These expressions will
approach the exact results as y become large.

The asymptotic analysis will begin by considering the pressure field
generated by a semi-infinite plate oscillating sinusoidal^ in a pitching or
plunging motion. The solution for the modified velocity potential associated
with this pressure satisfies.the two-dimensional, limit of Eq. (l6) and the
boundary condition .

iwt | ah . u
at b ax

on the surface of the plate. Equation. (.127). which is derived from Eqs. (15)
and (109) is a Consequence of the boundary condition requiring the fluid ... :
velocity normal to the surface of the plate. to be equal to the velocity
induced by the plate motion. The desired solution to the boundary value
problem. for 4> can be obtained from an analysis based on the Weiner-Hopf
technique, the essence of which can be found on pages k8 to 98 of Ref. 13-
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The press-ore distribution on the surface of the plate is obtained by
substituting the resulting solution for the modified potential <J> into the
two-dimensional limit of Eq. (21). This procedure will yield

for pitching motion about the leading edge (i.e., h = QrobX^ e" ^0) and

(l-
KM
PTMx,'

d+i)
. KM
e ' + M

M

-i.t C*9>

for plunging motion (i.e., h = h e~1<u ). As was shown in Appendix III the
unsteady pressure distribution on a semi-infinite plate approximates the
pressure distribution in the neighborhood of the leading edge of an airfoil
at high frequencies. These approximations (i.e., Eqs. (128) and (l29))may -
be extended to include the trailing edge region of an airfoil by combining

(-i \ To \
^^ r+, ^.^ u..̂ — ? ' with a field p^. ' which is equal in magnitude but
opposite in sign to p^' downstream of the trailing edge (i.e., X^2f Xr> = 0)
and has its normal gradient vanishing upstream of the trailing edge (i.e.,
X2^2, X2 = 0). The solution for such a pressure field can be obtained by
following the procedure used in Appendix III. In that analysis an accelera-
tion potential H is defined which is related to p' ' by the two-dimensional
limit of Eq. (93)

.
p(2)=/o0He (130)
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— I I .
where'X-^ = Xj -2. Downstream of the trailing.edge,of the airfoil (i.e.,
Xĵ O, XQ = 0) the value .of p'^. is specified to be equal to the negative of

'. Thus H must equal !

an the boundary XT ̂0, XX = 0. The value of H on the upstream boundary
X^0, X = 0 is given by Eq. (96) as

(132)

H .

where the function M(U, X̂ , 0) is defined by Eq. (9?) and

- •' (133)

For large values of y the function f may be approximated by the asymptotic
form of H. This asymptotic expression is obtained by combining Eq. (l3l)
with the asymptotic form of Eqs. (128) or (129). The result will be of the
form , , ' . -

where

(135)
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f) = uicuct0b
(KM)3/2 2-/TTM"

l + i
2JKM

I + M

(136)

and

KM.
I -MZ >

K M
(137)

for pitching motion about the leading edge. For plunging motion Eqs. (135)
through (137) are replaced by . ;

,(><;)= - (138)

q (
2

U(l"t')(u.ho e
2JKM

A/2-TrKM X, M-/I+M (139)

-.-'• ' ' 8, <-**-
I2 8z I-MJ

Substituting Eq. (13U) into Eq. (133) and combining the result with Eq. (13&)
yields ; . •

H * -
8i7r/4 |/8M ' -iruM(u,x l , o ) e - d u x
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The evaluation of the integrals in Eq. (lUl) can again "be performed by the
method of stationary phase (Ref. lU), which yields

X/,<0 ,

Thus from Eq. (130) the pressure distribution upstream of the trailing edge
(i.e., X{̂ 0, X2 = 0) is equal to

(1*3)
• r r / 111 T/?M2 Xi '+ wfi

R-'v'' . . l l - 4 - r I / / i C \ — / l l \ — I L f ^ m ' J

+ e1

where the functions g, and g2 are defined by Eqs . (135) and (136) for pitching
motion and by Eqs. (l§8) and (139) for plunging motion. The parameters 8-̂  and
82 are defined by Eqs. (137) or (lUo). . :

The addition of the pressure field p to p yields the asymptotic
form of the pressure distribution ps on an oscillating two-dimensional airfoil
in a compressible stream. The integral .of the zero and the first order moment
of this pressure distribution over the chord of the airfoil will yield the
asymptotic forms of the unsteady lift and moment.

Limiting Behavior as K-*°o, M * 0

The limiting form attained by the pressure distribution ps as the reduced
frequency approaches infinity can be obtained by expanding the pressure
distributions pW and p'2) in a power series of K"1/2. The result can be



shown to "be dependent on the limiting form of p', which is

ps~ p< l )a/o0a[-iwa0bx;+-ua0 ]e~ iw t 0< x|<2

for pitching motion about the leading edge and

- iwt . . . o<x, '<2

for plunging motion. Equations (l*i4) and (1̂ 5) are precisely the results
predicted "by piston theory (cf. Ref. 9) for pitching and plunging motion.
This result is to be expected, since piston theory may "be used to predict
the pressure distribution on an oscillating airfoil in a subsonic stream if
the product of reduced frequency and Mach number is large. The agreement
between the limiting form of Eq. (l̂ 2) or (1̂ 3) and the results predicted
by piston theory for pitching or plunging motion appears to be in conflict
with the.poor correlation between the two-dimensional limit of Eq. (36) and
the result predicted by piston theory for the gust encounter problem. This
apparent discrepancy can easily be resolved, by recalling that piston theory
is only applicable to problems in which the local acceleration of the downwash
distribution is much greater than the convected acceleration which is the
case for the airfoil motion described above at high reduced frequency. For
the gust encounter problem the local acceleration and the convected accelera-
tion .of the downwash distribution are equal.
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APPENDIX V

NONPERIODIC TIME DEPENDENT PROBLEMS

The objective of this analysis is to discuss the mathematical procedure
oy which the analysis presented in the main text can "be extended to predict
the unsteady airloads on an infinite swept airfoil encountering a nonperiodic
gust. The downwash distribution resulting from the encounter of an infinite
swept airfoil with a one -dimensional oblique gust is of the general form

Ug= f[r-ucos(0-a)t] X 2=o, -b<x,<b

where

r = X,cos a •+ X3sina

This velocity field is convected at a speed of Ucos(0-a) in the r direction.
The analysis in this Appendix assumes the existence of the Fourier transform
in time of Eq. (lU6). This transform is defined as

while its inverse is defined to be

(1U9)

The explicit form of the Fourier transform of Eq. (lU6) is obtained by
substituting Eq. (lU?) into Eq. (l̂ 8). The resulting integral may be evalu-
ated "by replacing the integration variable t with T* where T* = t -

UCOS \\/"
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yielding

iwr

-b<X,<b, X2=0 (150)

where

f(w) =
r̂ ->

— I f{T)

ICJT*

dr* (151)

The spatial dependence of Eq. (150) is identical to that for a one-dimensional
sinusoidal gust (i.e.-, Eq. (10)). The remaining equations to "be transformed
are Eq<.: (?) for the;.pressure field and Eq. (8) for velocity potential. These
equations are transformed "by multiplying each term "by /̂ jp e and inte-
grating the result with respect to time from minus to plus infinity. This
procedure leads to the result

-\(jj<f> + -
0X1

+ Using (152)

for the Fourier transform of Eq. (?) and

(153)

= 0

for the Fourier transform of Eq. (8). Equation (153) can "be reduced to the
Hemholtz equation (i.e., Eq. (l6)) for a modified velocity potential *. This
transformation is accomplished by introducing dimensionless coordinates



(i.e., Eqs. (ll), (l2),and (13)) and the following form for 0

KbsinaX, 1
-/3M2cos0x,+ z(I — M rns flv

-, --, ...£. - ' (

into Eq. (153) which yields

2* = ° (155>

The variables ft and "V which appear in Eqs. (15̂ ) and (155) are defined by
Eqs. (lU) and (if) of the main text while the variable K is related to w by
the equation

Ucos0-a)

The boundary conditions for $ can be explicitly expressed in terms of and
its spatial derivatives . The transformation of the downwash boundary
condition, Eq. (9)> is

= -ul x, =0, -b<x,<b (157)^- - -ax, 2

which, when combined with Eqs. (l̂ 9) and (152), yields

d* - b . f(">ei/3x' -,<X(<,, x,= o

The transformation of the Kutta-Joukowski condition requires p8 to vanish
downstream of the trailing edge of the airfoil. The mathematical form of
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this condition is obtained by combining Eqs . (152) and yielding

p = -/
UCOS0 -i/3M2cos

J K b s i n a X j

(I-M2COS20)' (159)

X, = I, X2 = 0

The field equation (155) and the boundary conditions in Eqs. (158) and (159)
form a boundary value problem for <J> which is identical to that for the
sinusoidal gust discussed in the main body of text. Thus, the solution for
the modified velocity potential associated with the sinusoidal gust problem
can be used in conjunction with Eqs. (152) and (15*0 to predict the Fourier
transform of the pressure distribution ps on the surface of the airfoil.
The integrals of the zero and first order moments of the Fourier transform
of the pressure coefficient induced by the gust are equal to

2-TTf COS

UV I - M2cos2 G

and

IT f COS 0

MKsinaxJ
T. e l J

(160)

RsinaX3

(161)

which are the Fourier transforms of the lift and moment coefficients. The
functional forms for the variables T^ and T^ are defined in the main text.
Finally the lift and moment coefficients resulting from the encounter of the
airfoil with the gust are obtained by inverting the Fourier transforms,
Eqs. (l60) and (l6l), yielding the results

(162)

CL [x3sina-Ucos(0-a)t] =

- M2cos20

dK
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and

(163)

r [Y . „ la „! V^ cosecos(0-g) r00* iR[xs«ina-u.eo8(fl-a}t]
CM[x3sma-Ucos(0-a)t] = — fT e dK

* *

A typical application of the analysis in this Appendix is to the problem
of predicting the unsteady air loads generated "by a helicopter rotor blade
encountering a tip vortex from a previous "blade. This problem can be analyzed
by considering the interaction between an infinite swept airfoil and a two-
dimensional rectalinear vortex which has an induced downwash field given by

rjr-Ucos(3- a)t)

27T j[r- Ucos(0-a)t]2+h2j

where h is the vertical position of the vortex beneath the X-|_, Xp plane and
T is the strength of the vortex. The Fourier transform of Eq. (l64) is

Thus from Eq. (150)

-IRIh (166)

Introducing Eq. (l66) into Eqs. (l62) and (163) yields

•-CO _ -li<lh iR[x3sina - Ucos(0-a)t] _ (l67)
rj sgn(K)e TLe . dKCL=

- M2COS20
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for the lift coefficient and

CO _ -iKin iK[x3sina-ucos(0-a)t]

sgn(K)e TMe • dK

for the moment coefficient. Numerical results for the lift or moment coef-
ficient can "be obtained "by introducing the appropriate transfer function into
these equations and integrating the resulting expression numerically. This
procedure has "been used to obtain the results presented in the main text.
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APPENDIX VI

COMPUTER PLOW DIAGRAM FOR COMPUTING THE AIRLOADS GENERATED

BY THE ENCOUNTER OF A HELICOPTER ROTOR BLADE WITH A TIP VORTEX

The flow diagram for the computer program that was developed to predict
the aerodynamic loads generated by the encounter of a helicopter rotor "blade
with a tip vortex is presented in this Appendix, along with a list of input
and output variables.

Input Variables

1. Azimuth position at which the encounter occurs. "

2. Advance ratio. 1 .

3- Rotational tip Mach number.

4. Angle of encounter.

5• Rotor blade semi-chord.

6. Vertical displacement of the vortex beneath the plane of the rotor,

7- Radial position at which the encounter occurs.

Output Variables

1. Mach number at the position at which the encounter occurs.

2. Sweep angle.

3- Time history of the normalized lift coefficient.

4. Time history of the normalized moment coefficient.
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Input

Geometry of
the encounter

Test for Subsonic, Sonic, or
Supersonic Relative Encounter

T2^ 0?

= 0

Compute Transfer
Functions using
Eqs. (3M and (35)

Compute Transfer
Functions using
Eqs. (2T) and (28)

Compute Transfer
Functions using Eqs. (27)
and (28) for Y > 0.1
and Eqs. (39) and (40)
for y «= 0.7

Apply a linear curve
fitting procedure to
compute the magnitude and
phase angles of the
transfer functions for
the region 0.1<*y<0.7

Evaluation of Eqs.
(167) and (168) by
Numerical Integration
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FIGURE 6._ _A COMPARISON BETWEEN EXACT_ANp APPROXIMATE
EXPRESSIONS.FOR THE MOMENT TRANSFER FUNCTION

FOR 7>0 AND MACH NUMBER 0.3
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EXPRESSIONS:FOR THE MOMENT TRANSFER FUNCTION

FOR 7 = 0 AND MACH NUMBER 0.6
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FIGURE 12. A COMPARISON BETWEEN EXACT AND APPROXIMATE

EXPRESSION FOR THE LIFT TRANSFER FUNCTION

FOR 72 < 0 AND MACH NUMBER 0.3
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ENCOUNTER [OF1 A UH-ID ROTOR AT 90 KT
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